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HOW DO WE CONVEY THEE? LET ME COUNT THE WAYS.
Marietta, GA - There are many ways to convey bulk materials, and no one knows that better
than Dos Santos International. Dos Santos International is the foremost authority on high angle
conveyor applications and design of sandwich belt type high angle conveyors. The flagship
system is the DSI Sandwich Belt high angle conveyor. This system sandwiches materials
between two belts with a gentle, yet firm, hugging pressure. Materials can be elevated to the
highest of angles (to 90⁰ vertical), through “C” and “S” shapes, and other unique profiles. Not
only is the system versatile, it has proven to be economical, mobile and “green.” Join us in
counting the ways.

DSI Sandwich Belt high angle conveyors
Twenty years ago, “going green” wasn’t quite the popular phrase that
it is today. However, that is when Joseph Dos Santos, President of Dos
Santos International was presented with a challenge to go green like
no other. The challenge was to use the least amount of space possible
to process and separate one of Earth’s greatest treasures…diamonds.
The picture to the left shows the surface facilities of Canada’s first
completely underground diamond mine, Snap Lake. Snap Lake was
the motivation for the DSI Sandwich Belt Conveyors in the Northwest
Territories.
The Snap Lake ore body is a dyke that dips an average of 12-15° from
the northwest shore down under the lake. Kimberlite, the diamond
DSI Sandwich high
bearing ore, is brought to the surface to a processing facility where
angle conveyors used
the diamonds are extracted. Due to the hostile environment, the
in diamond mines.
facilities must be enclosed and heated. A smaller footprint for the
plant was determined to be the optimal way to minimize environmental impact and cost. This
led to pursuit of the DSI Sandwich High Angle Conveyor because of its designed space saving
features. In the process building, the kimberlite must be elevated
then discharged into the various crushing, screening and sorting
functions. The original concept was to use a multitude of DSI
Sandwich conveyors to minimize the facilities. This was ultimately
rationalized to require only two sandwich conveyors, which now
define the facility’s minimal footprint. The DSI Sandwich Belt
Conveyor’s ability to convey at any high angle made it ideal. The
sandwich belt technology imparts a gentle yet firm hugging
pressure on the material in the belt sandwich. This allows the
precious gems within the kimberlite to be elevated at high angles
DSI Sandwich
without damage or spillage. The Snap Lake project incorporates
conveyors at the
two sandwich conveyors, each traveling to opposite ends of the
Victor Project
building. The units were standardized at 36” belt width to simplify
spare parts inventory. Design of the units included provision for future upgrade, from 275 t/h to
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524 t/h, merely by increasing the belt speed. By operating at the lower speed until the upgrade
is required the conveyors optimal energy efficiency is preserved. The success of the Snap Lake
system then led to the incorporation of DSI Sandwich conveyors with confidence into the Victor
Project in Northeastern Ontario. Ontario’s first diamond mine incorporated three DSI Sandwich
belt units.

DSI Fully Mobile high angle conveyor shiploader
Moving on to expanded mobility, there is no better
example of the versatility of a DSI Snake than Australia’s
first DSI Snake Sandwich High-Angle shiploader at the
Port of Adelaide on Australia’s southern coast.
Australia’s first Snake shiploader elevates a variety of
high value ores from trucks to ship. Conventional
conveyors would not have fit the limited dock space
which required a smaller footprint. Dos Santos
International, being the world’s foremost authority on
high angle conveying was able to fit the space easily by
being able to elevate at a 50 degree angle. If fitting the
space wasn’t enough, DSI went a step above and created
a mobile shiploader to elevate the materials with ease.

DSI Fully Mobile high angle conveyor
shiploader in the Port of Adelaide in
Australia.

Materials for export are trucked to the dock and dumped onto a special trap loader type
feeder. The ore is fed continuously and uniformly onto the mobile snake’s receiving chute. The
Snake Ship Loader elevates the bulk over the ship’s deck to the hatch where it is discharged into
the ship’s hold. At the Snake’s discharge, a special telescoping chute, with rotating, pivoting
spoon, facilitates even and complete filling of the holds. The mobile Snake is carried on a tripod
of twin rubber tires. Each set of twin tires is mounted at a vertical kingpin and can rotate 360
degrees about the vertical axis. Thus, without repositioning, the Snake can set up to travel in
any direction. With the tail tires fixed, the front tires can be oriented and traveled for a slewing
motion.
The unit was complete in November 2006. This first DSI Snake Ship Loader for Australia has set
the pace for many more high volume high-angle installations at materials handling docks and
yards throughout the world.

DSI Overland conveyors
There can be no finer example of DSI’s ability to exceed all customer requirements than the
system at Goldcorp’s Los Filos gold mining site. This gold mining project, located in the Nukay
mining district of central Guerrero State in southern Mexico is one the largest gold mines in the
world.
Los Filos is a heap leach operation. The ore size is reduced at the crushing plant and then it is
hauled to the valley where it is stacked on engineered pads. A chemical solution is sprayed
onto the ore, which extracts and absorbs the gold as it trickles through the ore. To regulate
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seepage rate, agglomerate (cement) is mixed into the ore for optimal ore exposure to the
solution. Ultimately, the solution is directed to the plant where the gold is precipitated out.
A previous short-lived system conveyed the ore from the crushing plant to the leach pads via a
glory hole ore pass and an underground conveyor, through the hill. An agglomeration drum
mixed in the agglomerate before final delivery to the leach pads. This conveying system
experienced material flow problems right from the start, especially during heavy rains. The
sticky ore tended to plug up the ore pass. Geological instability ultimately collapsed the ore
pass, putting the transport system out of service only four months into its operation.
Against this background, M3 Engineering was tasked with developing an alternate conveying
route quickly since all haulage was now by truck and very expensive. The logical, most direct
and economical path was over the same hill (rather than under). The path required a down-hill
high angle conveyor; thus, Dos Santos International was approached about their DSI Sandwich
Belt High Angle Conveyor. Being the best solution, DSI was awarded the contract in March
2009 for a downhill high-angle conveying system which they dubbed the DSI G.P.S. (Gently
Pressed Sandwich) High Angle Conveyor.
Concerns with geological instability remained, especially
along the path of the DSI GPS. Further geological scrutiny
led to abandoning this path altogether, thus abandoning
the DSI GPS as well. M3 was again tasked with
developing an alternate conveying path. This time a
conventional conveyor system was developed, following
the already developed truck ramps. Dos Santos
International again submitted their proposal for the
project, now an overland conveyor system. The project
was awarded to DSI May 19, 2009.

What could have been – Original design
for DSI GPS

The Dos Santos International proposal included two important commitments solely for the
customer’s benefit:
•
•

DSI would maximize use of the conveying equipment and structure, already at the mine,
from the collapsed and abandoned through-the-hill conveying system.
The awarded ten-flight system appeared to be a candidate for further rationalization
and cost reduction, using horizontal curves to amalgamate successive conveyor flights.
The DSI proposal included an amalgamation study as the first order of business.

Both commitments were fulfilled reaping substantial cost savings to the customer.
In the former case, the conveyor dubbed, “TB25,” was engineered to use all existing conveyor
equipment and structure. Though the arrangement is entirely new, the equipment and support
steel are reused from the previous system. The head drive terminal is the only component of
TB25 that has new equipment. New steel at the support bents, minor framing, and a new
discharge chute make up only a small portion of the total structure.
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In the latter case, the amalgamation study revealed that six conveyor flights could be reduced
to three when joined with horizontal curves. The ten flight system was reduced to seven
flights. TB26, TB28 and TB29, each with a horizontal curve, are products of the study.
The DSI expertise thus proved particularly advantageous using the horizontal curves to simplify
the system and to reduce both capital and operating and maintenance costs. Additionally, the
third conveyor flight, TB27 is especially engineered to accomplish the agglomeration by mixing
through five intermediate tripped transfers. The enroute agglomeration, conceived by
Goldcorp, results in substantial savings by eliminating the need for the additional agglomerating
drum.
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Looking up the Overland Path: From
TB25 to TB26

Looking up TB26

Looking down the Overland Path: From
the tail of TB27, the agglomerating
conveyor.

Looking Down TB28

The overland conveying path is predominantly downhill. While this presents the normal
controlled starting and stopping problems, it also presents great savings opportunities. The
downhill flights are decisively regenerative. The drive motors, now generators, feed power
back into the grid that powers the other mine equipment. These carefully engineered
conveyors are equipped with variable frequency drives to ensure operation at maximum
efficiency. This is another example of DSI’s commitment to “green” conveying.
How do we convey thee?
•
•
•
•

Steeply, firmly, gently
Curving, vertically and horizontally
Tripping, agglomerating
Elevating and lowering
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We count these but a few of the many ways we can convey bulk materials. Still, Dos Santos
International continues to explore and expand the range of materials handling methods like no
other in the industry. DSI remains at the forefront of bulk solids handling.

IPCC, OPCC – WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE?
IPCC is the popular acronym for In-Pit Crushing and Conveying. There is no popular acronym for
Out-of-Pit Crushing and Conveying though it is quite more prevalent in the mining industry. The
proper acronym in this case would be OPCC. In any
case, from an equipment standpoint, in principle there
are no differences. The mined product, ore or waste
rock, is primary crushed to a conveyable size then it is
conveyed to its respective destination, primary ore
storage at the plant or waste dump. Practically, the
implementation does differ. Generally the crusher of
the OPCC system is strategically, permanently located.
Developed copper mine pit with
The crusher of an IPCC system is located in the pit,
primary ore crusher at lower left and
conveyor system leading to the
sitting on the ore body. It must be moved periodically
processing plant at the upper left.
as the mine expands. So the crusher must be
Waste rock is spoiled into the valley
behind the pit.
relocatable or mobile depending on the mine plan. The
in-pit conveying system must likewise be relocatable or
mobile. The high angle conveyor advantage in this case is undeniable. It offers complete
conformance to the mine slopes requiring no special excavation or rehandling and because it
offers the shortest distance between the two end points (receiving to discharge) it is compact
and more easily made relocatable or mobile

IPCHAC, OPCHAC
Though to a much lesser extent, Dos Santos Sandwich Belt high angle conveyors have been
used as part of IPCC systems and OPCC systems, hence the proposed new acronyms IPCHAC
and OPCHAC. The high angle advantage is greatest in the pit. The advantage was exploited at
the Majdanpek Copper mine in Serbia throughout the 1990s. The system had significant
features including 2000 mm wide belts continuously elevating 250mm coarse ore at 4000 t/h.
The net elevating height was 6 x 15-meter benches; 90 meters. The total lift was 93.5 meters
which included the transfer height at discharge. The system scaled the benched mine wall at a
mere 35.5 degrees without any special excavation to accommodate the system. The system
was a resounding success and fulfilled its technical and economic objectives:
•
•
•

It precluded tripling of the truck fleet
It precluded the need for 4 km of haulage ramps, 3.5 km of which would be at constant
ascent
It saved US $ 12 million per year
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Despite the resounding success Dos Santos Sandwich Belt high angle conveyors have not again
been incorporated into an IPCHAC system though many were installed at OPCHAC systems and
underground mines handling the same primary crushed ore and rock product.
It is against this background that we present the study of high angle versus conventional
conveying at an Eastern European copper/gold mine.

STUDY OF HIGH ANGLE VS CONVENTIONAL CONVEYING AT
EASERN EUROPEAN COPPER/GOLD MINE
A study was conducted by Dos Santos International in a copper mine located in a mountainous
terrain in southeastern Europe. The mine plan locates the primary ore crusher at the pit
perimeter and the processing plant more than 300 meters of elevation above the crusher. The
customer recognized this to be an ideal route for high angle conveying. To optimize the high
angle conveyor system the customer turned to the expertise of Dos Santos International.
The general design parameters are summarized in table 1.
Material
Copper, Gold Ore
Bulk Density
1.75 t/cu-m
Size
250mm minus
Capacity:
1665 t/h
Design Capacity:
1870 t/h
Table 1: Design parameters, ore conveying system, primary crush to stockpile.
The system is to use a conventional sacrificial conveyor from the crusher to the start of the high
angle conveyor system then the high angle conveyor system to the ore stockpile at the plant.
DSI first addressed the issues of belt width and belt speed for the types of conveyors
envisioned:
•
•
•

Conventional troughed belt sacrificial conveyor
Sandwich Belt high angle conveyor with steel cord reinforced belts
Sandwich Belt high angle conveyors with multi-ply fabric reinforced belts

Driven by the material size more than by the modest volumetric design rate, DSI chose the
appropriate belt widths and belt speeds:
•
•
•

1400 mm BW at 2.0 m/s for the sacrificial conveyor
1800 mm BW at 2.5 m/s for the sandwich belt high angle conveyors with steel cord belts
2000 mm BW at 2.5 m/s for DSI sandwich belt high angle conveyors with fabric belting.

Belting and equipment recommendations follow including 12.7 mm Grade 1 ore carrying
covers, CEMA E6 idlers, shaft mounted drive arrangements and VFD starting and load sharing
control. Take-up systems are automatic hydraulic.
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First, DSI conceptually designed and specified the conventional sacrificial conveyor and
provided a technical and capital cost summary. From that point came the main purpose of the
study - optimizing the high angle conveyor system.

Sacrifical conveyor from primary crusher to high angle conveyor system.

At this copper/gold mine, the great advantage of the sandwich belt high angle conveying
system is its ability to follow closely the natural topography, requiring minimal earthwork or
elevated structure, as there is no limitation in conveying angle. The overall slope of the high
angle path is actually very modest. The first exercise compared a single flight main high angle
conveyor against two multi flight options - a two flight and a three flight system. The single and
two flight systems required steel cord belts for the high belt tensions developed. Because of
the high elastic modulus, this precluded the tight transition curves that are possible with fabric
belting. The large curves could challenge the system’s ability to conform closely to the natural
topography. The results of this comparison showed the three flight system to be most
conforming to the topography but also the most expensive. This is largely owed to the wider
and very costly 2000 mm belts required. The steel cord belt options, because of their larger
curves, did require some elevated structure but this was minor compared to the overall length.
Because of the less expensive, lower strength belting and its consequence, the two flight
system proved to be slightly less expensive than the single flight system despite the additional
terminal equipment.
The work to that point was presented to the customer. Based on the options presented,
despite the minor cost premium, the customer chose the single flight system for its advantages
of reduced transfers and location of all major equipment at the terminal ends where easy
access for maintenance exists.
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For convenience, the previous comparison did not deal with the complications of the material
stacking over the stockpile. All systems also utilized GPS (gently pressed sandwich) pressing
rolls over the entire length of the cover belt. Pursuant to the additional optimization, Dos
Santos International first investigated the need for GPS rolls over the full length. This revealed
that they could eliminate about 67% of the GPS rolls without negatively affecting other aspects
of the design. DSI adjusted the design accordingly, then proceeded to the stacking system
optimization. DSI first considered four stacking variations, but quickly reduced these to two taking the main high angle conveyor directly to discharge over the stockpile or taking the main
high angle conveyor only to the pile base, there discharging onto a separate high angle stacker
that delivers the material up to the stockpile. In order to keep the drives at grade level, the
former required additional high tension pulleys at each belt. These, along with their
implications, resulted in a more expensive solution, compared to a less expensive version for
the latter main high angle conveyor with independent high angle stacker. Besides the favorable
economics, the latter system also may have the advantage of a material escape option if
implemented by diverting the material flow to a side stacker. In this light, the customer chose
the latter arrangement, a main high angle conveyor with an independent stacker to the
stockpile. This is depicted in the figure below.

Main high angle conveyor flight with five separate cover belts along the length.

The above combined with the sacrificial conveyor determines the complete conveying system
from the primary crusher to the ore stockpile.
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We summarize the total system below technically in Table 2.
General
Sacrificial Conveyor
DSI GPS Main Flight
DSI GPS Stacker
Drawing
W10202-0000
W10202-0010B
Conveyor Flights
Sacrificial Conveyor
GPS 10B1
GPS 10B2
Material
Copper, Gold Ore
Bulk Density
1.75 t/cu-m
Size
250mm minus
Design Rate:
1870 t/h
Belt Width:
1400 mm
1800 mm
2000 mm
Belt Speed:
2.0 m/s
2.5 m/s
Conveying Angle:
Varies to 14.5⁰
Varies to 26⁰
35⁰
Lift:
31640 mm
340527 mm
41963 mm
Length:
229915 mm
1331688 mm
85840 mm
Drive Power:
Calculated:
241 kW
2996 kW
324 kW
Selected Total
315 kw
3300 kW
370 kW
Top Belt:
1650 kW
185 kW
Bottom Belt:
1650 kW
185 kW
Prelim Belt Selection
Steel ST 1250
Steel ST 4500
NN 3 x 455 = 1365
Table 2: Technical Summary, Total Conveying System from Primary Crusher to Ore Stockpile
The final system consists of the sacrificial conveyor, a main GPS high angle conveyor to the base
of the ore stockpile, and an independent GPS high angle stacker.
A final meeting and inspection of the ore conveying path from the crusher location to the ore
stockpile location revealed what was expected from the drawings and the path developed.
Thus DSI believes that the Sandwich Belt high angle conveyors system developed will have the
favorable technical and economic characteristics that were presented in the study and report.
The customer has agreed and the final high angle conveying system in incorporated as an
integral, vital part of the mine plan that will begin in 2018.
For more information on these installations and the many others from Dos Santos
International, visit www.dossantosintl.com.
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